
Users’ Guide to the Mega Civ Advance Advisor

This is an app intended to help you choose Civilization Advances to buy on your turn. The first two 
things to know are that the app does not teach the game, and that it does not try at all to enforce 
payment. It will tell you accurate current prices for Civilization Advances and keep track of your credits, 
and it will also take into account the special effects of Library, Mining, Monument, and so on, but it’s up 
to you and your vigilant opponents to observe the rules. 

Through the main menu you can enter starting credits if the game has 5, 6 or 12 players, and you can 
choose among various ways to filter and sort the Advances that are displayed. You can also access a 
screen that lets you enter the assets—trade cards and treasury tokens—that you can spend. You don’t 
need to do this, but it can be helpful, since it cuts down on the number of 
choices you have to consider. If you do enter your assets and filter by what’s 
affordable, the list of Advances will shrink as you choose some to consider 
buying, and expand again if you unselect some, or reset your shopping list. 

When you display All or Unowned Advances, you can tick the checkboxes to 
“buy” any Advances whatsoever. This lets you get your owned Advances list 
and the displayed credits up-to-date if you hadn’t been using the app from the 
very beginning of the game. The prices shown take into account your current 
credits and the effects of Anatomy and Library. The Cost, VP, and Name 
column headings can be tapped to sort Advances by that field. 

When viewing the list of Advances, you can tap the Advance’s name 
to bring up more information, and you can tap the names of 
calamities to see a very brief description of that advance’s mitigation 
or exacerbation of that calamity. 

The first time you open the main menu, it 
will offer you to set the starting credits that 

apply when there are are 5, 6, or 12 players in the game. These options will 
disappear once you’ve bought something. 

In the Sort by options, the choice Strategic chains might not be obvious. There 
are 17 chains of 3 Advances in the game, and within each set, the lowest-
priced one gives 10 points credit to the middle one, which gives 20 points to 
the highest-priced one. This sort option groups those sets together. If you’re 
filtering on any condition but All, there will be gaps. In the detailed view of an 
Advance, you can navigate forward and backward within its chain of 3. 

On the Enter assets to spend screen you can enter the face values and quantities 
for up to five sets of matching Trade Cards. You can also enter the total value 
of miscellaneous cards you might spend, and the treasury tokens. Treasury 
tokens have double value if you have marked Mining as 
purchased. If you prefer not to fuss with the miscellany and 
treasury, there’s a Near-affordable filter option that adds 50 points 
to the price cutoff for display. When you’re filtering for Goal-
directed Advances, it will show affordable ones if you have 
entered assets, and all unowned Advances if you haven’t.


